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In [l], families are treated “which are defined by some ‘length-set’ in the following 
sense: for a function 6 E Fin define lg. 6 to be the cardinality of the domain of S 
and for LG N define 
Fin. L={SEFinllg.SE L}. 
The length problem i- then stated as the following problem: 
(LP) Characterize the sets L s N such that 
Tot u Fin. L is r.e.” [ 11. 
Of particular interest are sets L’ where L is r.e. Ambos-Spies has constructed (not 
published) a set L that is A(: but Tot u Fin. L is not r.e. On the other hand, it is 
demonstrated in [l] that if L is r.e., coinfinite and not hypersimple, then Tot u Fin . L’ 
is r.e. Further, it is shown there by construction [I] that it is possible for L to be 
hypersimple, hyperhypersimple or maximal and for Tot u Fin . L’ to be r.e. 
Here, we construct an r.e. set A such that Tot v Fin . A’ is not r.e.; that is, for 
every recursive function f; 
{q+, I3xf(x) = y} # Tot u Fin. A. 
The structure of the construction is sufficiently simple that it is easy to see that the 
r.e. set constructed is not hyperhypersimple. oreover, this r.e. set is coretraceable 
i21. 
In Theorem 2, we show that no nonrecursive coretraceable r.e. set 
property that Tot u Fin. A’ is r.e. Thus, every r.e. (Turing) deg 
set A which Tot u Fin . A’ is not r.e. [3]. Next, we define prompt1 
analogously to promptly simple [4]. No promptly hypersimple set 
that Tot u Fin . A’ is r.e. 
The definition of prompt simplicity and t 
enough to derive the fact that every r.e. degree th 
tly 
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lattice of r.e. sets (Theorem 4) just as promptly simple sets form a filter [S]. Further, 
not every promptly hypersimple set is coretraceable: There are sets that are maximal 
and promptly hypersimple, but a maximal set is not coretraceable [6]. 
For definitions not given in this paper, the usage is standard and the reader may 
refer to [7]. 
Notation 
N set of all natural numbers, including 0, 
Tot the total recursive functions, 
Fin set of functions with domains that are finite initial segments of N 
Ve the partial recursive function computed by Turing-machine . 
A subfamily of a partial recursive function is called recursively enumerable (r.e.) 
iff there is a r.e. subset B of N such that the subfamily equals (pa 16 E B}; B is 
called a basis for F. 
Tkx~relpr 1. 7here is a cointnite r.e. set A such that Tot v Fin . A’ does not have a basis. 
Preliminary 
For each partial recursive function pep we will try to put numbers into A so that 
for some function + that is enumerated by qe, lg. t/j E A and therefore pe is not a 
basis for Tot u Fin . A. Obviously, this course of action will fail if the rb; mentioned 
previously, is total. To counter this possibility of failure, we construct a partial 
recursive function 84 and try to make 6, total and distinct from each + enumerated 
by qe: Say that # is enumerated by Qe and that, after s steps of computing #, 
lg . q? = n. Then, put all numbers in the interval [n, max( n, lg . &)I into A and wait 
for # to become defined on this intervai. If #J never becomes defined on 
[n, max( n, lg. &)I, then lg . t,5 E A and already 8, does not enumerate a basis for 
Tot u Fin .A; otherwise, define @e(X) = $(x) + 1 for all x in [n, max( n, lg . t&J]. We 
can implement his strategy for the eth partial recursive function by satisfying the 
following requirements: 
. . %YQe(x)=Y &l&Q+A 
or 8, is total and [ (Vx, y p,(x) = y & q,, is total) 
If the first clause of the requirement can be satisfied, then the requirement 
can be satisfied in a finite number of steps. The other case, however, requires an 
infinite number of steps. Thus, i’ we give greater priority than may be that 
U will never be satisfied. Instead, we wi ppoint followers pe,* to satisfy a 
segment of the requirement n in a finite number of steps: 
YFSCl i<(e, n)((pJx) is defined & Q,(n)=y 
& i = (e’, n’) & lg . Qy > Pe’,n’) 
z i PC-,ca @et21 + PyttjB* 
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For i <j and a’ = (e, n) and j = (e’, n’), ,, has higher priority :han 
less than pel,rtl if both are defined. The last will cause A to be infinite as long as 
each pe,” has a final assignment and each pe,n is not in A. 
The method of defining & must take into consideration that we cannot predict 
recursively whether, for pe( n) = y and (e’, n’) C (e, n), lg . qy is greater than peeSn8 or 
lg. Q,, is less than or equal to per,+ 
Construction. At stage 0, set pe,” = 0 for all e and II. 
At stage s > 0, compute s steps of Q~( x) for e, x s s. requires attention at stage 
s if x c n+&) is defined and cp,( n) = y and one of the following holds: 
6) Pe,n = 0 and lg . Q~ > pePVnV for (e’, n’) less than (e, n) and, for every x c n for 
which pe,x > 0, lg . Q,,# is greater than or equal to pe,x where y’ = Q~(x); 
(ii) pe,” > 0 and 1 g . Q,, is greater than or equal to P=,~. 
Select Re,n of highest priority, if any. In case (i), set pe.” = s and set pet,“* = 0 for 
(e’, n’) greater than (e, n). Also put all elements that are less than s and are not 
followers into A. In case (ii), define &(z) = Q,,(Z) + 1 for all z less than pe,n and not 
yet in the domain of 8, (end of construction). 
From the construction it is clear that A is r.e. We will prove that A is infinite and 
that each R, is met. First we establish Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1. For each pair e, n, there is a stage s~,~ after which pe,” is fixed. 
Proof. We observe that the value of a follower changes from zero to positive when 
its subrequirement receives attention in case (i). Once a follower is positive, it is 
only and always reset o zero when a follower of higher priority changes value from 
zero. Thus, if the statement of the lemma is true at stage seV,nl for pel,,,e where 
(e’, n’) + 1 = (e, n), then pe,n can change value at most once after Q,,,‘; that is, if 
P =,” = 0 at seV,nl and later receives attention through (i). Consequently, the lemma is 
true by induction. Cl 
It is immediate from the construction that if a follower’s final value is positive, 
then the follower is not in A. Certainly, if there are only finitely many stages when 
numbers are put into A, then A is cofinite. So we argue that the following lemma 
holds. 
Lemma 2. If infinitely many followers &nge value after stage 0, then infinitely many 
followers are permanently positive. 
roof. Since there are infinitely many followers changing value, there must be a 
least one. Also, after any follower peSn reaches its final value after stage se,“, there 
must be another follower becoming positive. Let pe,” be a follower that reaches a 
final positive value and let se,” be the stage after w 
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be greater than (e, n) and be chosen so that pep,,,@ achieves a positive value after stage 
s,., . Of course, pee,nl may be reset later but only because peW,nn becomes positive where 
(e, n) is less than (e”, 10”) is less than (e’, n’). This change is limited downward by 
(e, n) and therefore, there must be a follower after pe,n whose final value is positive. 
Since the least follower ever to become positive stays positive, the lemma is true by 
induction. Cl 
Now it is clear that A is coinfinite. Let us show that Tot u Fin . A’ is not r.e. For 
each partial recursive function v=, we consider two cases: almost all its followers 
have final value 0 or infinitely many of its followers db> not have final value 0. 
Lemma 3. For each e, if afmost all of Q~‘S filk3wers haue &al uulue 0, then Q~ does 
not enumerate u busis for Tot v Fin .A. 
Proof. Assume (9e is total. If Q,(n) = y and q,, is total, then pe,” has final value 0 
only if 3x < n Q~(x) = y’ and pe,x > 0 (permanently) and lg . Q,,~ <P~,~. When pe,X 
reached its final value, lg . Q,,+ p+# for every (e’, x’) less than (e, x), and all numbers 
greater than p14-,xP and less than peSx were enumerated into A. Therefore, lg. Q,,# E A. 
Let us assume then that, for cp,(n) = y and ‘9y total, pe,” has a positive limit. Then 
Q~ enumerates a finite number of total functions and does not enumerate all the 
functions in Tot which is infinite. Cl 
for every; 
If infinitely many of q$s followers huue positive limits, then 9, is total and, 
in the runge Of q+:, Q,, # 8,. 
roof. First of all Q~ must be total; else, for some X, the followers of (e, n) will 
equal zero when n is greater than X. In addition to the Q/S being total, having 
infinitely many followers with positive limit indicated that, for each (e, n) whose 
follower has positive limit, lg. ~,,(y = Qe(n)) is greater than or equal to the limit of 
this follower; otherwise pe.” would be the last follower with positive limit. We argue 
that if the limit of pe.” is greater than zero and if lg. Q~, in turn, is greater than or 
equal to pe,” then 8,(r) = Q,,(Z) + 1 for all z less than pe.n and not in the domain of 
% at Se,“, the stage in which pevn was set for the last time. 
Choose s’ so that the limit of ~~~~~~ is reached for all (e’, n’) less than (e, n) and 
lg. Q,, is greater than or al to (the limit of) P,,~. Then Re,, must receive attention 
by s’+ (e, n) and when receives attention, 6& is extended as stated. Clearly, au 
infinite number of n for which the limit of pe,n ’1s positive is enough to make 6= total. 
Now fix an n such that the limit of pe.n > 0 and let se,, be t stage at which pesn 
received its final value and let s” be the last stage at which received attention 
through any (X < n). (s” must be less than s,.,). Then, at stage se,“, 8, is not 
defined for z 2 i’ and therefore, 3z c peSn 8,(z) # Q,,(Z). q 
or ease of conversation, we will improvise a term for the circumstance that a 
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efinition. S is representable if Tot u Fin . S has an r.e. basis; otherwise, S is not 
representable. 
eorem 2. If A is r.e., nonrecursive and coretraceable, then A’ is not representable. 
Proof. Let # be the retracing function for A. It is enough to show that, for any 
given r.e. set B, B is not a basis for A. We enumerate B by {B,} and construct a 
partial recursive function 0 that will be total if B contains infinitely many GSdel 
numbers of total functions. 
Requirement Q=: If x is the eth number enumerated by {BS}, then either, for 
some m c e and for some yp y is the mth number enumerated by { BS} and lg . p,, E A, 
or (pX is not total or (pX is total and 8 # qX. 
At stage s, we begin with A, and then wait for e(x) or x E A for every x s s + 1. 
If # gives us more than one chain, we wait until all but one chain is enumerated 
into A, 
A $+I = A, u (x computed to be in A}. 
Qe needs attention if qe = 8 on dom Q~ n dom 8 and one of the following holds: 
(i) lg . Q~ is greater than pe; 
(ii) lg . Q~ is greater than pi, for j < e, and p4 is not defined; 
(iii) lg. 8 c lg. Q~. 
Select the least e needing attention. In case (iii), set O(lg . 0) = Qx(lg . t9) + 1. In 
case (i) or (ii), set pe = s after cancelling all pj for j 3 e. 
It is clear that if every Qe receives attention finitely often, then each requirement 
is satisfied. 
Suppose that some Qe receives attention at infinitely many stages. Fix the least 
such e and fix stage s after which Q, has highest priority whenever needs 
attention. Because A is nonrecursive and coretraceable, A’ is hyperimmune. Con- 
sequently, for some stage t, [lg . px,,, t] is contained in A. Let v be the smallest 
number greater than t and in A, e(v) < lg . c~x,,. Thus, at stage v - 1, will be 
satisfied. We conclude that each requirement will be met. Cl 
In the construction above, we try to ‘clear off’ intervals [lg. Q~,,, lg. O,]. Another 
way of clearing off these intervals is through prompt hypersimplicity. 
Notation. Let (0”) be a canonical listing of all finite sets. 
is promptly hypersimple if, any effective nu 
is an enumeration of the se $} and a recursive function 
f such that, for every e, either U s9 over s, is finite or 
s, DxnD,,# or 3s 
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ecrem 3. If an r.e. set A is promptly hfpersimple, then A is not 
Let {AS} and f be given. In the construction of Theorem 
representable. 
1, we enumerated 
a finite set into As to satisfy the requirement ,, at stage s. Since A is given, the 
best we can do is compute the canonical index tl of the finite set, enumerate u into 
our auxiliary set V& and check whether AJ,,, contains 0,. However, we must 
succeed after finitely many tries. Cl 
eorem 4. If A and B are promptly hypersimple, then An B is promptly hypersimple. 
f. Let {AS} with f and {B,) with g be promptly hypersimple numerations of 
A and I3 and let us suppose one element of { We,s} is enumerated at stage s. 
For x E W,s - W&-1 9 compute Aft,, . If 0, C_ Afqxjr enumerate x into V,. Now, 
we can compute a recursive function h such that V, = U Wh(e),s over s. Set 
if x E W& - W,e,s-r and D, G AftEI, 
k(s) = the least number t such that XE W,,(cI,, 
if x E We,S - W@ and 0, G Aft+ 
g 0 k is the required function. Cl 
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